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These cards are useful references to have to hand when playing the game. There are a few different types….

Laminated playing aid

Two sided, A4 playing aid covering the following topics:
● Preparing to play
● Scoring
● Special hands
UK

This is only available in the UK.

Click on a picture
to find out more
Playing aid cards
These (two sided) playing aids are available worldwide from my Zazzle store.
The first six cards give a complete description of the game using the BMJA rules. The last just describes the goulash.
The ones for Scoring, Special hands and The goulash are especially useful to have to hand.
The cards come in two sizes: 5″ x 7″ (12.7cm x 17.8cm) and 6½″ x 8¾″ (16.5cm x 22.2cm) for those who prefer a larger print size.

Playing the game (1) Playing the game (2)
(includes the goulash)

Scoring

Special hands

Settling up

The goulash

Larger print size

Preparing to play

Tally point cards

Score sheets

These show the points value of three
common types of tally sets

Beginner’s score sheet (A4)
Helps those who are not sure how to score

(free downloads)

Coasters
Keep track of each Wind

Score sheets for those who don’t have tallies

Cut the card into four – one for each player

Calculators

(longer session)

Plastic
coasters

Sandstone
coasters

Save yourself
the maths!
Paper coasters
A coin can be used to give more points

Useful for
beginners

Actually, more like card
and quite durable
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Printed book (3rd edition)
A clear, illustrated explanation of the British Mah-Jong Association (BMJA) rules
* What a Mah-Jong set contains
* How to set out and deal the tiles
* How then to play the game
* How to score and settle the tally payments once someone has gone Mah-Jong
The basic rules of Mah-Jong are quite easily grasped (it's a bit like the card game
"Rummy"), but there are a number of complexities. So, for the beginner, there is a chapter
which breaks the rules down into easy stages - taking you gradually towards the
complete rules.
There is a chapter on Mah-Jong strategy - how best to play to increase your chances of
winning - and another which answers a multitude of questions that visitors to my website
(Mahjong-BritishRules.com) have asked about the BMJA rules.
CONTENTS

£12.99

Click on the picture to buy the book

* Introduction
* Equipment
* Learning the Game by Stages
* The Game
* Scoring
* "Mah-Jong (Know the Game)" Corrections & Clarifications
* Mah-Jong Strategy
* Questions Answered
* Glossary

PDF version of book
This has the same content as the 3rd edition of the printed version of the book
but with updates to the following chapters:
* Scoring, “Mah-Jong (Know the Game)”
* Corrections & Clarifications
* Questions Answered
… and new sections on Mah-Jong Playing Aids and Mah-Jong Gifts.

The book is available worldwide from my Gumroad store

If you using a smartphone I would advise that
you download and view the free sample of the
book first to check that you can read it OK.
Here’s an explanation of the PDF version
You are allowed to print your personal copy.

£6.49

Click on the picture to buy
and download this PDF book

Please note that VAT will be added
so the book will cost £7.79

Click on the picture
to download this PDF
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www.zazzle.co.uk/MahjongBritishRules

Most of the graphics used in these designs come from my website, Mahjong-BritishRules.com.
Although there are some products which relate specifically to the BMJA rules, I hope most of
them will appeal to all Mah-Jong players - and a good few to the general public.

Products

Click on a picture to see more

Cards

Bags

Caps / Hats

Mugs

Coasters

T-shirts

ZAZZLE TIP: …Click here for “Special Offers & Promotions” before buying
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The Red Dragon Tile
The Peacock Tile

The Joker Tile

Click on a picture
to find out more
Explanatory Cards

Greeting Cards

Mah-Jong Playing Aids

Mah-Jong Sets

- The Game of Sparrows

Dragons & Other Tiles

The Four Winds – E, S, W & N

Flower & Season Tiles

Mah-Jong

Mahjong

Mah-Jongg

Májiàng
UK

USA

Australia

Here’s another way to find my Zazzle store:
* Search for Zazzle .. (using Google or another search engine)
* Enter “bmja” in Search for products
* Click on one of the products shown
* Click on the link in::Designed for you by MahJongBritishRules

España

The Mah-Jong Card Game
This allows you to play any type of Mah-Jong using small cards – a less
expensive option than tiles and easier to take on holiday.
The 144 cards (plus jokers & Riichi red fives) are provided on 10 large cards,
So some careful cutting out is required.
Check out this guide to buying and the instructions before purchasing.
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Free downloads for clubs
Click here to learn how
these PDFs could be helpful

Promote your club
with posters and hand-outs

Help people to mix by
giving them tables to sit at
Mah-Jong, some basic rules

Introducing special hands
Did you know that…

The highest possible score

Click on a picture
to download the
PDF
Record highest scores
(ignoring the 1,000
points limit)

What would this score give?
Hold a
Mahjong-A-Thong

